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Abstract—LightFDG is an integrated approach to flow de-
tection (FD) and flow grooming (FG) in optical wireless data
center networks (DCNs), which is interconnected via wavelength
division multiplexing (WDM) based free-space optical (FSO)
links. Since forwarding bandwidth-hungry elephant flows (EFs)
and delay-sensitive mice flows (MFs) on the same path can cause
severe performance degradation, the LightFDG optically grooms
flows of each class into rack-to-rack (R2R) flows. Then, R2R-MF
and R2R-EF flows are separately forwarded over lightpaths of
separate MF and EF virtual topologies, respectively. Lightpaths
are provisioned by jointly determining the capacity and route
based on flows’ arrival rate, size, and completion time request. To
prevent EFs from congesting the MF lightpaths, high speed and
accurate flow-detection mechanisms are also necessary for classi-
fying EFs as soon as possible. Therefore, a fast-lightweight-and-
accurate flow detection framework is developed by leveraging the
transmission control protocol (TCP) behaviors. The proposed FD
scheme has the flexibility of being implemented as in-network or
centralized to classify flows of modifiable and unmodifiable hosts,
respectively. Since the centralized scheme incurs considerable
overhead, the processing and communication overhead is also
mitigated by proposed techniques. Numerical results show that
LightFDG outperforms traditional load balancers by about 3ˆ
for EFs and 10ˆ for MFs. Along with the developed overhead
mitigation methods, the centralized scheme is shown to provide
up to 62ˆ lower overhead with 100% accuracy and with
about 224ˆ higher detection speeds than the existing centralized
solutions.
Index Terms—Flow classification; FSO; wavelength division
multiplexing; lightpath provisioning; flow grooming.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Preliminaries
The cloud service providers, mobile operators, electronic
commerce companies, and content delivery services strive to
enhance the performance of their data center networks (DCNs)
for keeping their services up with the recent technological
trends [1]. These include popular bandwidth-hungry services
such as the fifth generation (5G) networks and beyond, the
Internet of things, smart cities, big data, artificial intelligence,
etc., that continuously exchange huge volume of diverse and
complex data. To store and process such a deluge of data,
DCNs are required to interconnect a plethora of servers
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with high-speed low-latency links, which eventually causes
a significant cost and complexity related to wire deployment,
maintenance, and modifications [2].
B. Problem Statement and Motivation
Traditional wired DCN topologies with fixed and uniform
link capacities have been shown to be deficient in supporting
the optimal capacity allocation mechanisms for aforemen-
tioned applications [3]–[6]. This is mainly because of the fact
that the majority of inter-rack traffic is exchanged between
few racks whereas remaining racks exchange less traffic or
no traffic at all. For instance, Hadoop servers of Facebook
DCNs [5] communicate to only 1.5% of the other inter-
rack servers, which comprises only 17% of the racks while
approximately contributing to the 85% of entire DCN traffic.
This pattern is aligned with previous findings in [4] where
inter-rack traffic is carried out by up to 10% of the servers.
Thereby, the DCN topologies with uniform link capacities are
either under-utilized compared to the rack pairs that exchange
less traffic or over-utilized in comparison with the rack pairs
that generate larger traffic sets [7], [8], which is also known
as over-subscription.
As a remedy wireless DCNs (WDCNs) can provide nec-
essary reconfigurability to alleviate over-subscription, deliver
a higher throughput thanks to efficient bandwidth utilization,
eliminate the need for cost and power inefficient switches, and
reduce the cabling cost & complexity [9]. Required high-speed
wireless links can be obtained by state-of-the-art technologies
such as millimeter wave [10] and free-space optical (FSO)
communications [6], [11]. In particular, extremely high link
capacities of FSO links can be further improved by wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) methods which yield a
high fan-out (i.e., large number of channels per FSO link)
as well as elastic topologies [12]. Recently, Ciaramella et
al. [13] achieved a total of 1.28 Tbps speed in an outdoor
experiment over 212 meters distance by using WDM-FSO
link of 32 wavelengths (32ˆ40 Gbps). Thanks to the accli-
matized environment of DCNs, indoor FSO links can attain
even better performances at longer distances since they are
less vulnerable to the optical channel impairments such as
scintillation, alignment errors, atmospheric turbulence, etc.
In this paper, a spine-leaf WDCN architecture is considered
which is inter-connected via WDM-FSO links. Since band-
width demands of flows can be much lower than the available
capacity on WDM channels, aggregating (i.e., grooming) sub-
wavelength flows onto high-speed lightpaths can offer desir-
able link utilizations [14], [15]. Considering the enormous
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amount of flows generated across the DCNs, flow grooming
(FG) is also useful for avoiding unnecessary topology recon-
figuration delays caused by the computational and control
overhead of handling flows individually. Therefore, merging
FG with the flexibility of high fan-out WDM-FSO links
may provide necessary performance enhancement required by
DCNs.
QoS provisioning is another crucial task to meet the diver-
sified demands of different flow classes. It has been shown
that the majority of bytes are carried by bandwidth-hungry
elephant flows (EFs), while the majority of flows are delay-
sensitive mice flows (MFs) [3]–[6]. To reap the real benefits of
reconfigurability, the FG policy should also adapt the network
topology to provision the diverging QoS requirements of
varying flow classes. From a load balancing point of view,
MFs experience a severe delay if they are routed along the
same path of EFs [16]. Therefore, grooming and forwarding
the same class of flows altogether is a promising solution to
handle heavy load and highly dynamic traffic characteristics
of DCNs [17], [18]. In this regard, fast and precise flow clas-
sification schemes are necessary to groom the same class of
flows and then steer them to their dedicated virtual-topology.
Unfortunately, existing flow classification mechanisms have
major drawbacks in terms of detection speed, controlling
overhead, and accuracy.
Moreover, a DCN is a heterogeneous environment where
the hosts can be modifiable or unmodifiable as per the DC
administrator’s right and capability to make changes [19].
In the former, system administrator can make modifications
at user or kernel levels, which is subject to an agreement
between the service provider and the subscriber. In the latter,
the system modifications may not be possible for two reasons:
1) Changes are prohibited if a server and/or virtual machines
(VMs) on the server belong to an identity other than the
system administrator, and 2) Changes are not possible if a
VM runs on a closed-source operating system (OS). Since the
system administrator cannot modify all hosts, both centralized
and in-network flow detection mechanisms might be needed.
Accordingly, this paper proposes LightFDG; an integrated
flow detection, grooming, and forwarding approach. The
LightFDG first determines the flow classes in a fast and
accurate fashion, then grooms the same flow classes to obtain
R2R flows, and finally forwards these aggregated flows over
dedicated virtual topologies.
C. Paper Objectives and Achievements
Main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows:
‚ In order to avoid congestion and performance degrada-
tion, the proposed flow grooming and forwarding (FGF)
policy is designed to handle the two main flow classes
(i.e., MFs and EFs) by separately routing them over
disjoint virtual topologies. To overcome the complexity
of handling each flow individually, a three-step flow
grooming approach is adopted to obtain rack-to-rack
(R2R) MFs and EFs. By jointly determining the route
& capacity of R2R MFs/EFs, the proposed FGF policy
innately balances the traffic load across the WDM-FSO
links and efficiently utilizes the available bandwidth
while provisioning the QoS demands of each flow class.
The emulation results show that the proposed FGF policy
outperforms traditional load balancing schemes by about
3ˆ for EFs and 10ˆ for MFs.
‚ Instead of using traditional sampling methods, LightFDG
employs a fast, lightweight, and accurate flow detection
(FD) framework that collects packets from every flow
at a pace proportional to the flow rate. To do so, the
proposed FD scheme leverages low-frequency (i.e., three-
way handshaking packets) and high-frequency (i.e., ac-
knowledgment packets) phases of the transmission con-
trol protocol (TCP). This categorization enables speeding
up the classification process and minimizes the associated
delays. Furthermore, it has flexibility to be implemented
either in a distributed (in-network) or centralized manner
to classify flows of modifiable and unmodifiable hosts,
respectively.
‚ The in-network scheme is a module installed in
virtual-switches/hypervisors, where the network is re-
laxed by utilizing location privileges of virtual-
switches/hypervisors. On the other hand, the centralized
scheme is implemented in the central unit (CU) by
preconfiguring edge switches (ESs) to capture indicative
packets (e.g., ACK, SYN, FIN, RST) which contain
general information about a flow such as its starting time,
source, and destination. The evaluation results show that
the proposed centralized FD mechanism is about 224ˆ
faster than the existing centralized solutions with a 100%
accuracy with very low computational and communi-
cation overhead. Nonetheless, capturing and forwarding
all the packets naturally introduce extensive processing
and communication overhead. As a remedy, the ESs
are configured to capture only indicative TCP packets.
Two techniques are developed to further reduce the
overhead: Stop Useless Notifications and Sample Only
ACK Packets, where we tackle the challenge of differ-
entiating between ACK and non-ACK packets. Noting
that overhead of the centralized scheme without proposed
techniques are close to that of the well-known sampled
flow (sFlow) standard [20], developed methods provide
up to 62ˆ lower overhead.
D. Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The back-
ground and related work is presented in Section II. The node
architecture, network topology, and an overview of LightFDG
is introduced in Section III. Flow grooming and forwarding
policy is explained in Section IV. Then, centralized and in-
network FD schemes are provided in Section V. The Sec-
tion VI presents the overhead minimization methods for the
centralized scheme. Thereafter, the performance evaluations
are presented in Section VII. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section VIII.
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. Literature Survey
Even though traffic grooming has been extensively studied
for passive optical networks [21], it was first introduced for
wired DCNs in [22], [23] where flows are simply groomed
into three classes of wavelengths. The groomed wavelengths
are broadcasted within racks and higher-layer switches. How-
ever, these works only consider fixed wavelength capacity and
do not deal with the flow characteristics of real-life DCNs.
In [17], [18], the authors conceptualized FG for MFs in
WDM-FSO based wireless DCNs consisting of optoelectronic
switches. After formulating the optimal FG problem, a subop-
timal FG policy is designed for MFs, whereas EFs are carried
out separately via server-to-server express lightpaths without
going through any grooming operation. The results showed
that the proposed FG method provides superior performance
in both throughput and flow completion times.
Existing FD schemes can be categorized into in-host [24],
in-network [25]–[27] and centralized [28]–[31]. The in-host
scheme is implemented in the host kernel where packets
are counted before being injected into the network. When
the counter exceeds a pre-defined threshold value, the flow
is considered as an EF. However, in-host solutions need to
modify the kernel network stack of the DCN hosts and hence
require higher privileges that cannot always be granted.
Unlike the in-host approaches, in-network schemes de-
tect EFs at network switches. The flow information along
with their counters are maintained at the switch memory
whereas the comparison task is performed internally at the
switch hardware (e.g., HashPipe [25] and OpenSketch [27]) or
software (e.g., Software-Defined Counter [26]), or otherwise
is exposed to a centralized entity (e.g., FlowRadar [32]).
One of the main challenges of the in-network mechanism
is the limited resources of network switches (e.g., memory,
processing delay, and power consumption). For instance, the
time budget of DCN switches is too small (e.g., 25 ns) for a
128 bytes packet in a 40Gbps switch. Moreover, flow arrival-
rates are in the order of milliseconds [3] and the number of
flow-entries in switching/routing tables is in the order of a
hundred thousand. As a remedy, the researchers introduced
hybrid solutions where some of the classification functions
are migrated into cheaper hardware [27] or into a centralized
entity [32].
The centralized schemes employ the available network
features (e.g., packet sampling, port mirroring, or statistical
polling) to collect network statistics and forward them to a
centralized collector, which is usually programmed to per-
form the flow classification functions. However, the existing
centralized schemes have limitations such as high moni-
toring overhead, the necessity for hardware modifications,
high latency, and low accuracy [20], [29]–[31]. For example,
OpenSample measures the link utilization from the sequence
numbers in the TCP header and uses sFlow to collect the
TCP packets [29]. Planck [30] utilizes the port-mirroring,
which causes extra processing overhead and cabling from ESs
to the centralized collector. Moreover, it is possible to miss
some EFs due to the limited buffer size. Similar to sFlow,
Planck can also attempt to detect already classified flows.
To overcome these limitations, a hierarchical statistics pulling
(HSP) mechanism is developed by utilizing a combination of
aggregate and individual statistical messages in the OpenFlow
protocol [33]. In FLight [34], centralized classification idea is
introduced with preliminary results extracted from small-scale
experiments. Unfortunately, FLight fell short of convincing
the idea can overcome the practical limitations of Planck.
B. Distinctive Features of LightFDG
LightFDG can be distinguished from above works in the
following aspects:
‚ Instead of assuming flow classes are known a priori,
LightFDG provides a holistic approach by integrating
FGF with effective FD mechanisms. Numerical results
show that classification accuracy and speed has a signif-
icant impact on the FGF performance.
‚ Unlike the above centralized and in-network FD schemes,
LightFDG also provides a generic flow classification
mechanism that is capable of operating either in cen-
tralized or in-network fashion. In addition to being fast-
accurate-and-lightweight, the proposed detection scheme
is favorable for two reasons: 1) To strike a balance
between communication and computation overhead, and
2) To be able to compatible with both modifiable and
unmodifiable hosts.
III. AN OVERVIEW OF THE LIGHTFDG
This section first explains the node architecture and DCN
topology, then outlines the proposed LightFDG approach, and
finally briefly introduce its algorithmic implementation.
A. Node Architecture and Network Topology
A two-tier DCN architecture has been considered where
each of N leaf layer ESs is connected with ηN core switches
(CSs) in the spine layer, where η is the spine/leaf ratio. That is,
leaf and spine layers are interconnected in a full-mesh manner
as shown in Fig. 1. LoS connectivity between these layers can
be realized by using the physical topology in Fig. 1 where
optical transceivers of ESs are connected to CS transceivers
located at the top. WDM-FSO links can be implemented by
photonic integrated circuits (PIC) [35] or photo-diode array
[36] based transmitters to steer the lightbeam to the photo-
diode receivers. Since transceivers are not required to change
their direction after the setup, an alternative approach is setting
gimbals atop the racks and directing transmitter and receiver
towards each other1.
Each ES is considered as an optical cross-connect (OXC)
with N I/O ports such that received optical beam at each
input port is first demultiplexed into W wavelengths then fed
into the connection matrix which determines the connectivity
between OXC’s I/O ports. After that output lines of the
connection matrix are groomed via a multiplexer at each
1We should note that our contributions do not involve in hardware topology
of WDCNs. We are rather interested in virtual topology design to investigate
the flexibility and reconfigurability advantages of wireless DCNs.
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Server 
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ToR Switch
OWC 
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Core Switch
OXC
Fig. 1: Proposed topology for N “ 8 and spine/leaf ratio of η “ 1{2.
wavelength based on the proposed FG policy. Finally, the
output of the OXCs are forwarded to the relevant optical
transmitters as per the routing protocol. Since CSs are not
involved in any grooming operation, they are simply modeled
as optical routers to forward the R2R traffic.
Thanks to the WDM, each link can be treated as a set of W
parallel FSO channels each of which is assumed to operate on
intensity-modulation direct-detection (IM-DD) scheme. The
channel capacity of wavelength ω P r1,W s between optical
transceivers k and l is given by [37]
Cωkl “ B 12 log
˜
1` eph
l
kq2pEωk,lq2
2pi
¸
, ω P r1,W s (1)
where B is the bandwidth of a single wavelength, Eωk,l is the
light intensity allocated to wavelength ω, hlk fi ρh`k,lhak,lh
p
k,l
is the optical channel gain which is assumed to be constant
throughout a transmission block since the optical channel
variations are very slow compared to the symbol duration [38],
ρ is the detector response, h`k,l is the optical path loss, h
a
k,l
is the atmospheric turbulence, and hpk,l is the pointing error.
Due to hardware and safety concerns, signal intensity has to
satisfy a total intensity restrictions given by
ř
ω E
ω
k,l ď ET ,
respectively.
B. Integrated Flow Detection, Grooming, and Forwarding
Before delving into the technical details, it is necessary to
outline the principles of the proposed approach to integrate
two main components: a) Flow detection (FD) and b) Flow
grooming and forwarding (FGF). For flows generated in
the servers of rack i and destined to the servers in rack
j, LightFDG is illustrated in Fig. 2 which is explained as
follows:
a) Flow Detection: Since LightFDG is designed to
handle different flow classes over non-overlapping virtual
topologies separately, its first reaction to a new flow arrival
must be identifying its class. The main motivation behind this
disjoint processing lies within the differences of flow classes
in terms of traffic characteristics (e.g., arrival rate, size, etc.)
and quality of service (QoS) demands (e.g., flow comple-
tion time requests, delay sensitivity, bandwidth requirements,
etc.). To handle distinct characteristics and meet the QoS
demands of different classes, available network resources must
be efficiently allocated to dedicated non-overlapping virtual
topologies.
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of the integrated flow detection and grooming
approach.
As it is hardly possible to have a priori flow class infor-
mation upon the arrival, flows must be classified as soon as
possible; otherwise, forwarding bandwidth hungry EFs over
a path tailored to the needs of delay sensitive MFs may
cause severe performance degradation [16]. Therefore, to reap
the full benefits of the flexibility and high fan-out attributes
of WDM-FSO links, integrating FGF with fast-accurate-and-
lightweight flow detection mechanisms is essential for QoS
provisioning and efficient link utilization. As depicted in Fig.
2, flow classifier of the LightFDG can be designed to operate
either in distributed (i.e., in-network) or centralized fashion
where classification is handled by ESs and CU, respectively.
Regardless of the classifier type, LightFDG initially treats
all incoming flows to be MF until the flow size exceeds a
certain threshold. This is also intuitive since the DCN traffic
characteristics tell us that the majority of the arriving flows
are MFs whereas a significant portion of data is carried out
by EFs. Once a flow is detected to be an EF, the source server
immediately stops feeding its packets into the MF virtual
topology and continue with the EF virtual topology instead2.
b) Flow Grooming and Forwarding: Instead of handling
each flow individually, grooming and forwarding aggregated
traffic is a practical solution to avoid unnecessary topology
reconfiguration delays and to eliminate high computational
and control overhead. Hence, LightFDG separately executes
flow grooming (FG) for each flow class as illustrated in
Fig. 2 where flows are groomed in three steps to obtain
R2R flows. These aggregated flows are then forwarded to the
corresponding virtual topologies which are governed by the
central unit (CU) based on a flow forwarding policy.
Flow forwarding (FF) is responsible for forwarding R2R-
MFs and R2R-EFs to the destination racks over predetermined
R2R lightpaths of the corresponding virtual topology. A
lightpath is defined as a pair of routing path and wavelength
and is required to comply with the following constraints: 1)
Collision constraint dictates that a wavelength on a certain
2We must note that rerouting the flows to another path can cause re-
sequence delay [16]. Fortunately, negative impacts of this delay fades with
the lifetime of EFs.
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Algorithm 1 - LightFDG
Input: F pV,W, Eq, th
1: F pV,W, Eq Ð Initialize the physical topology
2: Gm pVm,Wm, Emq Ð Initialize the MF virtual topology
3: GepVe,We, Eeq Ð Initialize the EF virtual topology
4: pLji ,Gm pVm,Wm, Emqq Ð LIGHTPATH PROVISIONING pmq
5: pL˜ji ,GepVm,Wm, Emqq Ð LIGHTPATH PROVISIONING peq
6: for each flow f between racks i and j, @i, j, do
7: tf Ð Record the initial sequence number of flow f .
8: while f is not completed do
9: tc Ð Update the sequence number
10: if tc ´ tf ă th then (Flow Detection)
11: Flow Grooming: Perform three-step MF grooming
12: Flow Forwarding: Forward the R2R-MF over Lji
13: else
14: Flow Grooming: Perform three-step EF grooming
15: Flow Forwarding: Forward the R2R-EF over L˜ji
16: end if
17: end while
18: end for
19: procedure LIGHPATH PROVISIONING (x)
20: for i=1:N do
21: for j=1:N do
22: E Ð Determine the required intensity as per (2)
23: P,C Ð Obtain K shortest paths and costs using K-SPR
24: Pxij Ð Decide on the path Racki ÑRackj .
25: Wxij Ð Assign the wavelength to Pji
26: Lxij Ð pExij ,Pxij ,Wxijq Record the lightpath
Racki ÑRackj .
27: Gx pVx,Wx, Exq Ð Update the virtual topology.
28: F pV,W, Eq Ð Update the physical topology.
29: end for
30: end for
return G pV,W, Eq, Lxij , @i, j.
31: end procedure
link cannot be shared by different lightpaths and 2) Wave-
length continuity constraint requires lightpaths to operate on
the same wavelength along the routing path since OXCs are
assumed to be not capable of wavelength conversion. Based on
the lightpath provisioning procedure of Algorithm 1, the CU
manipulates virtual topologies to provision R2R lightpaths,
which consists of three tasks: light intensity (i.e., capacity)
allocation, wavelength assignment, and routing.
C. Algorithmic Implementation of LightFDG
The pseudo-code of the LightFDG is given in Algorithm
1 where the first line initializes the virtual topology which is
always kept updated by the CU over a wavelength dedicated
for broadcasting the control signals. The MF (EF) virtual
topology is characterized by a weighted graph GxpVx,Wx, Exq
where x “ m for MFs, x “ e for EFs, Vx is the set of nodes,
Ex presents available light intensity, and Wx symbolizes
wavelength availability of the FSO links. Similarly, physical
topology is denoted by FpV,W, Eq Ě Ťx GxpVx,Wx, Exq.
After that, the algorithm first provisions the R2R-MF light-
paths between the rack pairs (line 2). The residual light
intensity and wavelengths are then exploited to provision
the R2R-EF lightpaths between the racks. Since LightFDG
guarantees the QoS demands of delay-sensitive MFs first, they
are prioritized over EFs for protection against performance
degradation in heavy traffic conditions. The details of lightpath
provisioning are provided in the next sections.
For each flow arrival, an initial ACK sequence number, tf ,
is recorded along with the current sequence number, tc (lines
6-8). As long as the packet size is below a certain threshold,
tc ´ tf ă th, LightFDG regards flow f as an MF (line 10),
grooms it with other MFs destined to the same rack (line
11), and forwarded over predetermined R2R-MF lightpaths
(line 12). Otherwise, f is regarded as an EF, groomed it
with other EFs destined to the same rack (line 14), and
forwarded over predetermined R2R-EF lightpaths (line 15).
In the remainder, we present more technical details regarding
each step of Algorithm 1.
IV. FLOW GROOMING AND FORWARDING POLICY
FGF policy comprises of three joint subproblems: 1) De-
signing grooming strategy, 2) Virtual topology design, i.e.,
provisioning lightpaths’ capacity and routing the aggregated
traffic over the physical topology, and 3) Assignment of wave-
lengths to the lightpaths. Since each of these subproblems are
NP-hard [39], FGF is also an NP-hard problem which belongs
to the class of mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
problems. Due to dynamic and heavy traffic characteristics of
DCNs, obtaining an optimal FGF policy requires impractical
time complexity even for small-scale DCNs. Hence, fast
yet high-performance suboptimal solutions are necessary to
implement FGF for WDCNs.
A. Flow Grooming: A Three-Step Strategy
The three-step optical grooming policy aggregates each
class of flows in the optical domain as follows [17], [18] :
1) Server-to-server (S2S) Grooming: Each server combines
all flow arrivals destined to the same server into a single
flow. Denoting the set of hosts/servers within rack i as
Ri, arrival rates of S2S-MFs and S2S-EFs from s P Ri
to t P Rj are assumed to follow Poisson distribution
with arrival rates λstij and λ˜
st
ij , respectively.
2) Server-to-Rack (S2R) Grooming: Servers further groom
S2S flows according to common destination rack such
that all flows destined to the same rack is groomed
into a single S2R flow. Assuming that flow arrivals
are independent from each other, S2R-MF and SR-
EF arrival rates also follow a Poisson distribution with
the composite rates of λsij “
ř
tPRj λ
st
ij and λ˜
s
ij “ř
tPRj λ˜
st
ij , respectively.
3) Rack-to-Rack (R2R) Grooming: The ES finally grooms
all S2R flows received from different servers according
to their destination racks to obtain R2R flows. Similarly,
overall arrival rate for the R2R-MF and R2R-EF flows
have the composite rates of Λmij “
ř
sPRi
ř
tPRj λ
st
ij
and Λeij “
ř
sPRi
ř
tPRj λ˜
st
ij , respectively.
Following the three-step grooming, R2R-MF and R2R-EF
flows are then directed to the relevant optical transmitter based
on the predetermined routing paths. Therefore, CSs are not
required to implement any optical grooming since they merely
forward the lightpaths to the ES transceivers of the destination
racks.
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B. Flow Forwarding: Lightpath Provisioning Procedure
We denote the R2R lightpaths between racks i and j by
Lxij “ tExij ,Pxij ,Wxiju where x “ m (x “ e) represents MFs
(EFs), Exij is the allocated light intensity, Pxij is the routing
path, and Wxij is the assigned wavelength. As shown between
lines 19 and 28, we iteratively provision lightpaths for the
rack pairs as follows.
The first step of the lightpath provisioning (line 22) is
determining the required light intensity of the wavelengths
along the R2R paths, which is explained as follows: Based
on the flow completion time τm and flow size Fm of MFs,
required capacity for R2R-MF between Racki and Rackj is
given by, Cmij “ ΛmijFm{τm, which must be guaranteed at
each hop along the routing path. By substituting Cji into (1),
required light intensity for wavelength and link pairs of Lmij
is given by
Eωk,l “
¨˚
˚˝
ˆ
2
2Cmij
B ´ 1
˙
2pi
ephlkq2
‹˛‹‚
1{2
,@k, l P Pmij , ω PWmij . (2)
Likewise, required light intensity for wavelength and link pairs
of Leij can be obtained by substituting Ceij “ ΛeijFe{τe into
(1).
In Line 23, we eliminate edges with insufficient light
intensity (i.e., availability is less than the required amount in
(2)) and run a modified version of the loop-less k-shortest
path (KSP) algorithm [40] which not only finds the path
with the maximum available light intensity (i.e., capacity),
but also k ´ 1 other paths in non-increasing order of the
available intensity. Thereafter, the available light intensity of
these k lightpaths are weighted with the available number of
wavelengths on the route. Finally, line 24 selects the light-
path with the maximum intensity and number of wavelength
product as the dedicated R2R path for the racks i and j.
In this way, we ensure at each iteration that the number of
available wavelengths and light intensity on FSO links are
evenly distributed across the entire topology.
In order to ensure that there exists no less than two R2R
paths between each rack pairs (i.e., one for MFs and other for
EFs), the required least number of wavelengths is given by
W ě
R
2pN ´ 1q
ηN
V
. (3)
Assuming (3) holds, line 25 randomly assigns wavelengths to
lightpaths since they are identical once the lightpath capacity
and route is determined. Nonetheless, we must note that
wavelength continuity and collision constraints may cause
connectivity issues between the rack pairs if the number of
wavelengths is limited (i.e., W ă r2pN ´ 1q{pηNqsq [41].
In this case, lightpath provisioning procedure must allow
multiple lightpaths to share the same wavelength based on
a certain multiple access scheme, e.g., time-division multiple
access [42]. After that, line 26 records the lightpath and line
27 (28) updates the virtual (physical) topology for the next
iteration. Following the MF lightpath provisioning in line 3,
line 4 also employs the above LIGHTPATH PROVISIONING
procedure for R2R-EF lightpaths by exploiting the residual
light intensity and available wavelengths on FSO links.
V. FLOW DETECTION: A FAST, ACCURATE, AND
LIGHTWEIGHT FRAMEWORK
As the TCP carries out almost 99% of the DCN traffic
[3], its attributes are leveraged by many existing flow clas-
sification methods to build accurate and fast flow detection
mechanisms [24], [29]. A single packet of every TCP flow
offers partial information about the flow size which is useless
if it is individually considered. When two packets are captured
from the same TCP flow, one can discover the number of
bytes that have been transmitted between the two captured
packets. This technique is fundamental idea of the existing
flow detection solutions (e.g., OpenSample-TCP and Planck)
where the difference between the TCP sequence numbers of
captured packets and time of capture is used to measure the
link utilization.
A. Operational Principles of the Proposed FD Schemes
LightFDG divides the TCP communication into low-
frequency and high-frequency phases. The former consists of
three-way handshaking packets (i.e., SYN, SYN+ACK, and
ACK) that appears once to set the initial sequence number
and prepare the connection parameters at the beginning of
each flow. On the other hand, the latter comprises of ACK
packets sent by the receiver to acknowledge the transmitter
about the successful reception of the flow packets. LightFDG
also benefits from the privileges of its position, i.e., the CU
in the centralized scheme or the virtual-switch/hypervisor in
the in-network scheme.
To this end, LightFDG employs two main components:
collector and classifier. The collector reads the initial sequence
number (ISN) of every TCP flow, which is the first half of
the required information to classify a flow, and stores it in
the flow-information table. Likewise, the classifier needs to
compare the ISN with every captured packet from the same
flow until a threshold value is reached. However, instead of
reading/capturing3 the data packets themselves, LightFDG is
programmed to read/capture the headers of ACK packets. For
instance, if the classifier reads ACK1 and then ACKt after
a while, the number of transmitted bytes between these two
ACKs is calculated as t´1. The ACK sequence number only
presents the bytes that have been successfully received, that
is, the lost or out-of-order packets are not counted. Therefore,
the classifier needs only to compare the number of bytes with
a predefined threshold value th to classify a flow as an EF.
Once t´ 1 ą th is satisfied, the flow is considered as an EF
and the subsequent packets are marked to be forwarded via
the virtual topology of EFs and the CU is reported about this
detection.
Even though we consider one-way flows throughout the
paper, the LightFDG is also capable of handling two-way
flows where the receiver temporarily delays sending ACKs
3We use the term reading for in-network scheme and capturing for the
centralized scheme.
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Fig. 3: The in-network FD scheme installed in the hypervisor.
until it has data to be sent towards the transmitter. This is also
known as piggybacking and favored by its efficient bandwidth
utilization [43]. In principle, one-way LightFDG can still
operate under piggybacking communication by individually
handling flows at both directions. That is, the CU updates
two records in the flow information table, i.e., one for each
direction. Whenever a direction exceeds the predefined thresh-
old value, its packets are marked to be forwarded through
the EF virtual topology. However, delaying ACKs may cause
the receiver jamming the service if it has no data to send
back. This delay will naturally reduce the flow detection
speed of LightFD. Fortunately, this issue can be resolved
by enabling a receiver timeout counter when a data frame
is received. If the count terminates and there is no data frame
to send, the receiver will send an ACK. The sender also adds a
emitter timeout counter, if the counter ends without receiving
confirmation, the sender assumes packet loss, and sends the
frame again [43].
B. In-Network and Centralized FD Schemes
Although centralized and in-network schemes use the same
components (i.e., collector and classifier), they differ in the
implementation such that the centralized scheme is imple-
mented in a CU (e.g., SDN controller) whereas the in-
network scheme is implemented as a kernel module in the
hypervisor/virtual-switches. While the centralized scheme is
used to classify the flows of unmodifiable hosts, the in-
network scheme is used to classify the flows of modifiable
hosts. Due to its position in the hypervisor/virtual-switch, the
in-network is faster than the centralized scheme in terms of
detection speed. Although the administrative overhead of the
in-network scheme is lighter than that of the in-host scheme,
it needs to be installed in every hypervisor/virtual-switch, and
the DC is expected to have various versions and brands. On
the other hand, the centralized scheme is simpler where the
network administrator needs only to install it in the CU, and
it will configure the switches with the needed configurations.
In what follows, we provide the implementation details of
LightFDG in both centralized and in-network cases.
1) In-network Scheme: As shown in Fig. 3, the in-network
LightFDG scheme is designed as module installed on the
kernels of hypervisor of edge servers or in the virtual switches.
The kernels of these systems provide a degree of control
on exchanging packets, i.e., access to their packet headers
Central Unit
Topology 
Database
Routing Flow 
Entries
Subnet 
Flow 
Table
Network          Admin
Collector
Flow 
Classifier
Read/Write
Flow 
Notifications
Open Flow
Messages
Virtual Switches
Centralized Flow Detection
Fig. 4: Flowchart of the centralized FD scheme.
and unencrypted payload. For EF detection, LightFDG ex-
ploits two main components: collector and classifier. The
collector is responsible for learning general flow information
from the messages of the low-frequency phase. Moreover, it
has a flow-information table to store the flow information
(e.g., source/destination IP/MAC addresses and TCP sequence
numbers). On the other hand, the classifier is accountable
for detecting EFs from headers of the high-frequency phase
messages.
2) Centralized Scheme: The network switch/router con-
figurations can be performed physically or remotely: In the
former, portable machines are connected to console port
on the switch/router to perform the configuration steps,
which is repeated for every switch/router in the network.
In the latter, configurations are remotely written by using
telnet/ssh terminal over physical links established between
every switch/router and the CU after the necessary remote
configuration activation commands are physically entered into
the switches/routers. Alternatively, LightFDG employs a pro-
grammable interface (i.e., OpenFlow) that remotely communi-
cates with ESs and configure them to capture the low and high
frequency phase packets. Unlike the aforementioned meth-
ods, OpenFlow protocol has more abstracted and advanced
commands that facilitate the configuration of network devices.
Taking the dynamic nature of FGF into account, OpenFlow
protocol is also a key solution to create virtual topologies and
reconfigure it based on changes driven by FGF policy.
As demonstrated in Fig. 4, the centralized FD scheme
configures ES to capture the TCP first phase packets (i.e.,
SYN+ACK and RST/FIN) and ACKs within the second
phase packets. When these packets are present in a flow, the
ESs send a flow-notification to collector of the CU which
reads and writes the flow information and ISNs in a flow-
information table. To accelerate the classification process, the
flow-information table has been divided into multiple small
tables each of which is indexed by a subnet ID. When the col-
lector receives a captured message, it needs to figure out which
table this message belongs to. Since every OpenFlow header
has the ID of the source switch and the flow information, it can
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separate virtual interfaces on every ES.
use the source IP or the data-plane ID to achieve this task4. To
determine how many bytes have been successfully received,
the flow classifier compares the sequence number of captured
ACKs, tc, with their correspondent ISNs in the subnet flow-
information table. When the number of bytes exceeds the EF
threshold value, the flow is then considered as an EF.
VI. MINIMIZING THE NETWORK OVERHEAD
The propagation of low and high frequency phase pack-
ets through the DCN may introduce a queuing delay and
processing overhead on the network. Before proceeding to
the proposed overhead reduction methods, it is important to
demonstrate the feasibility of the fundamental idea by inves-
tigating two kinds of datasets; DCN [3] and enterprise [44]
datasets. In Table I, the collections are ordered such that the
sequence number is a suffix added to the name of the datasets.
Table I shows that normal LightFDG without overhead
minimization techniques (i.e., capturing only the low and high
frequency packets) delivers a low overhead in comparison
with capturing all the packets. Although LightFDG is required
to collect much less packets then the total number of packets
in DCN datasets, enterprise dataset may cause a significant
overhead since almost all packets are required to be captured
at some cases. Accordingly, following overhead reduction
methods are proposed:
A. Sample Only ACKs Packets
In practice, there are two methods to capture and notify
the classifier for every ACK message: 1) Configuring the
ESs with particular OpenFlow rules to mirror every ACK
message to the CU and 2) Using sFlow to sample every
packet. Although the former method has a high accuracy,
mirroring every ACK message to the collector introduces high
communication and processing overhead. On the other hand,
the random packet sampling has a low overhead and at the
same time low accuracy. Therefore, the number of sampled
packets is similar to the number of sampling from every TCP
packet. To get the best of both methods, their advantages are
combined as shown in Fig. 5 where sampling is only done for
ACK packages by steering them to a separate virtual interface.
In this way, the unnecessary overhead caused by sampling data
(non-ACK) packets are eliminated. These interfaces could be
4In this work, we prefer to use the data-plane ID in the OpenFlow
messages.
TABLE I:
The impact of LightFDG on real packet traces.
Dataset(ID) # Packets # Flows Normal LightFDG Ratio
Inter. 1 5700526 662 2313433 =2.5ˆ
Inter. 2 2261261 3512 2174151 =1.04ˆ
Inter. 3 84574 172 82817 =1.02ˆ
Univ. 2.0 11917501 589 6333 =1881.8ˆ
Univ. 2.1 11917527 775 14636 =814.3ˆ
Univ. 2.3 11915859 727 7787 =1530ˆ
Univ. 2.4 11915613 844 10528 =1131.8ˆ
a high priority queue or a virtual interface associated with
every interface in the ESs. Here, we especially focus on the
ESs to reduce the overhead of capturing multiple packets of
the same flow during a short period.
B. Stop Useless Notifications
The useless notifications are the messages that lost their
value for the flow classifier such as the ACK messages of the
already classified flows or notifications regarding flows that
can be classified from their packet headers. Accordingly, the
proposed FD mechanism relieves the overhead in two ways:
1) It is widely known that some portion (ą30%) of flows
can be pre-classified from application types (e.g., FTP,
Syslog, and NTP) [45]–[47]. Indeed, LihtFDG is capa-
ble of pre-classification based on application types be-
cause it already captures low-frequency phase packets.
At the beginning of each flow, LightFDG can imme-
diately and accurately identify the flow class of these
applications from TCP port numbers [45]. This naturally
eliminates the need for capturing high-frequency phase
packets and resulting overhead.
2) Furthermore, the CU is triggered to reconfigure the ESs
to stop capturing its ACK messages when the classifier
detects an EF. In OpenFlow, for instance, the controller
is responsible to perform such actions and install the
necessary flow-entries with higher priority on the ESs.
In this case, the classifier will not receive the notification
messages about the classified flows, which naturally
reduces the overhead.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of the
proposed FD mechanisms and show how they can improve
the overall DCN throughput and reduce flow completion times
(FCTs). To demonstrate the light overhead of LightFDG in
a real DCN environment, LightFDG is directly run on the
same datasets with the minimization methods explained in
Sec. VI. Thereby, the LightFDG performance is influenced
by the network configurations (e.g., QoS settings) and the
link loads of the datasets. The following subsections show
the classification characteristics of LightFDG during different
traffic loads and communication scenarios. Finally, the virtues
of LightFDG in improving throughput and FCT performance
are illustrated in comparison with other schemes.
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Fig. 6: Accuracy comparison of FD schemes in different traffic configurations during the mix scenario.
A. Network Setup
Evaluations are conducted using Mininet emulator [48] and
POX [49] controller on machine with 16 ˆ (2.5GHz-Intel
Xeon CPU E5-2680v3) processors and 128 GiB memory. A
leaf-spine topology is created with eight spines and leaves,
each with 40 hosts. Iperf is used to generate flows whose
arrivals follow exponential distribution. The Iperf permits
specifying the flow size and communicating units. The hosts
in Mininet are divided into two separate sets (clients and
servers) and Iperf is configured to loop these two sets till all
the members are visited and the launched flows are completed.
The clients and the servers are always selected from different
racks, and the number of MFs and EFs are determined
according to the required percentage (e.g., 10%, 15%, and
20%). The flow ID of flows are directly collected from the
Mininet and stored in another file to compare them with the
output results from the classifier. Our evaluation is based on
network instances (one-shot), where a new instance is run after
ensuring that all flows of the ongoing instance are complete.
Linux monitoring features are used to monitor the processing
of evaluation components such as Iperf PID of every running
flow.
Although the CU and the network management servers of a
real-life DC have high computational power to process large
number of flows, such processing capacity can not be offered
in a contained lab environment. To mimic the traffic load of
real DCs, rather than randomly generating thousands of flows,
different traffic loads are steered into a specific link where
our classification and the competitor solutions are executed.
In this respect, the traffic between the first and second subnet
is steered on a single path to make sure that the number of
flows on that path is as needed, i.e., 100, 500, and 1K. During
the flow mix evaluations, the percentage of MFs is set to
90% of the total flows. Unless stated explicitly otherwise, the
size of MFs and EFs are 100KB and 128MB, respectively.
EF detection threshold is 1MB. For comparison purposes,
we consider OpenSample-TCP and sFlow as our benchmark
detection schemes and their sampling-rate is configured to 1-
to-1000 as suggested in [29], [30], [50]. For the sampling
rate of the “Sample Only ACK Packets” method proposed in
Section VI-A, there is no clear and direct way of deciding on
the sampling rate. Thus, different sampling rates are evaluated
from 1-to-50 to 1-to-1000, and 1-to-100 is selected as it
gives a desirable performance in terms of accuracy, speed and
overhead. For the sake of a fair comparison with the other
detection schemes, presented results do not consider any pre-
classifiable flows to evaluate the performance of LightFDG
at the worst-case. Nonetheless, it is worth to point out that
overall LightFDG performance may be further improved with
the increasing portion of pre-classifiable flows. At the extreme
case of having all flows are pre-classifiable, the LightFDG will
not suffer from classification delay and accuracy.
B. Detection Accuracy
The FD mechanisms may have true-negatives (i.e., an EF is
considered to be an MF) and false-positives (i.e., considering
an MF as an EF). In particular, the percentage of true-negative
incidents is critical as keeping the EF on the path of MFs
can cause a sever queuing delay for delay-sensitive flows. To
evaluate the detection accuracy, both of the FD schemes is
investigated under different flow scenarios; pure MFs, pure
EFs, as well as a mix of MFs and EFs. Fig. 6 illustrates
the accuracy levels of different schemes when 100, 500, and
1000 flows are exchanged. Both of the FD schemes obviously
achieve a 100% detection accuracy, i.e., the percentage of true-
negative incidents is 0%, in all scenarios. The high accuracy
of the proposed FD mechanisms is mainly because of the fact
that we only need to subtract the sequence number of the ACK
messages from the initial sequence number. Since existing
solutions’ accuracy varies for different threshold values, we
compare our methods with the best case performance of the
existing solutions. Fig. 6 clearly shows that sFlow provides
quite a low accuracy in comparison with LightFDG. How-
ever, OpenSample-TCP obtains around 90% accuracy for a
varying number of flows. Therefore, we consider only the
OpenSample-TCP for comparison in the remainder of the
evaluation.
Fig. 7 depicts the performance comparison of various
schemes for 10, 100, and 500 flows in pure MF and EF
scenarios5. Similar to the mixed scenarios, LightFDG schemes
5During the performance evaluations, Mininet is observed to crash in 1000
EF case. Since such errors have serious impacts on the evaluation accuracy,
we focus on the comparisons between 10, 100 and 500 flows.
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Fig. 7: Accuracy comparison of FD schemes in different traffic configurations during the pure scenario.
achieved a high level of accuracy in both pure MF and pure
EF cases. Also, OpenSample-TCP attained 100% in pure MF
evaluation, and 90%-98% in EF experiment. The accuracy
increases with the increase in traffic load due to the long
transmission delay of EFs during high congestion. In order to
examine both schemes in a short transmission delay and high
traffic loads, flow size is reduced to 64MB. Performing the 10,
100, and 500 experiments on the OpenSample-TCP algorithm,
a high percentage of true-negative incidents is observed; 40%,
35.3%, and 19% respectively, which in turn is corresponding
to 60%, 64.7%, and 81% accuracy. On the same evaluation
basis, the proposed FD solutions achieved 0% of true-negative
incidents.
At this point, it is necessary to discuss the reasons behind
the low performance of sampling based methods, which is
summarized as follows:
‚ In sFlow, packet sampling randomly captures one out
of every S packets and forward it to a collector for
analysis, where S is the sampling rate. Accordingly,
the collector estimates the flow size by multiplying S
with the size of the collected packets from the same
flow. However, the calculated flow size is practically less
than the actual one especially in bursty traffic scenarios
where a large number of packets arrives in a time less
than the sampling period. Therefore, detection speed of
the sampling methods heavily depends on the flow size
estimation as well as the sampling and flow arrival rates
‚ A single TCP packet has partial insight about a flow
class. To make accurate and timely decisions, random
sampling methods are required to collect multiple sam-
ples from the same flow as soon as possible, which is
hard to ensure if flows arrive and complete much faster
than the sampling rate.
‚ Random sampling has a low efficiency since the captured
samples could be from the already classified flows or a
flow completed before it has been classified.
Although these drawbacks can be partially mitigated by sam-
pling at higher rates, resulting network overhead can exhaust
the processing power of switches. Accordingly, the 1-to-1000
sampling rate is widely selected in literature [29], [30], [50]
to strike a good trade-off between the detection performance
and overhead. In Fig. 6, sFlow performance is enhanced
by increasing the sampling rate from 100 to 500. However,
increasing the sampling rate is always not a solution since
increasing from 500 to 1000 did not deliver a significant
improvement.
On the other hand, OpenSample-TCP is built on top of
sFlow to provide a better performance by 1) using TCP packet
headers to enhance the efficiency of sFlow and 2) setting a
shorter control loop period (100 ms) than that of sFlow (1-5 s).
However, OpenSample-TCP still needs high sampling rates as
stated in [29] to learn accurate and up-to-date statistics about
the link utilizations. Notice that OpenSample-TCP requires
several packets from the same flow to measure the size by
comparing the EF threshold with difference of the first and
last captured packets. Therefore, both OpenSample-TCP and
sFlow show low accuracy in case of small EF sizes (e.g., 12.8
MB and 32 MB [8], [51]) because it is not possible to collect
enough number of samples during the EF flow lifetime.
To this end, a high accuracy is intuitively expected from
the proposed solutions since both centralized and in-network
schemes are configured to capture almost every ACK. To
this end, detection speed must be questioned for such high
accuracy performance. In addition to its decentralized nature,
the location of the in-network scheme in the pipeline of the
packet paths makes it highly accurate and fast. Nonetheless,
centralized scheme speed is enhanced by 1) steering the ACK
packets to a separate virtual interface, 2) classifying the flows
of some applications based on the main flow information,
and 3) stop capturing ACK messages of the flows which are
already classified.
C. Detection Speed
In order to investigate the detection speeds, we examine
different scenarios of network loads; 10, 100, 200, or 600
flows. Notice that these are not the total number of flows
in the evaluated DCN, they are rather the number of flows
that have been steered into a single link where the collector
is implemented. The average speeds of detection during the
different traffic loads and configurations are illustrated in
Fig. 8a. According to the load on the path, which range from
2.2 to 580 milliseconds, the centralized scheme is 223.67ˆ to
3ˆ faster than OpenSample-TCP. Such performance degra-
dation is because of that EF detection is slower than the
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with 64MB on the OpenSample-TCP algorithm, we got a high
percentage of true-negative incidents; 40%, 35.3%, and 19%
respectively, which in turn is corresponding to 60%, 64.7%,
and 81% accuracy. On the same evaluation basis, the LightFD
solution achieved 0% of true-negative incidents.
C. Detection Speed
In order to investigate the detection speeds, we examine
LightFD with different scenarios of network loads; 10, 100,
200, or 600 flows. We should emphasize that these are not
the total number of flows in the evaluated DCN, they are
rather the number of flows that have been steered into a single
link where the collector is implemented, similar to previous
evaluation parts. The detection time is extracted from a timer
function on the classifier code. However, the results will be
faster if it is extracted from the network interface of the CU
either by using a software or hardware timestamp. The
average speeds of detection during the different traffic loads
and configurations are illustrated in Fig. 8. According to the
load on the path, which range from 2.2 to 580 milliseconds
for centralized LightFD. The LightFD centralized scheme is
223.67ˆ to 3ˆ faster than OpenSample-TCP. In OpenSample-
TCP [30] can measure the link utilization in 100 milliseconds.
However, in this evaluation it needs about 1 second to detect
an elephant flow.
This performance degradation is due to the detection of
elephant flows is slower than measuring the link utilization,
and this is because the elephant flow detection algorithm
does not need only any two packets from the same flow
to measure the link utilization. It needs two packets from
the same flow where the size difference between the first
and second captured packets is larger than the elephant flow
threshold value. When we use small file sizes, e.g., 12.8 MB
and 32 MB, that are common in real DCs [8], [47], the
OpenSample-TCP and sFlow show low accuracy about 0%
in 10 and 100 traffic flow scenarios. Thus, we compare the
two LightFD methods together by using a file size of 12.8
MB and the speed of detection results during this file size are
shown in Fig. 9. The in-network scheme can detect EFs faster
than the centralized scheme particularly during large number
of flows.
D. Detection Overhead
In this section, we measure the overhead of LightFD on the
centralized unit as well as on the network. Even though the
previous network setup and topologies are still valid, the CU is
installed in a virtual machine with four processors and 10GB
memory. To collect the statistics (e.g., CPU and memory
utilization) of the CU, we use a psutil python library [48],
configure top Linux tool to collect the device statistics for
every second, and store them on a particular file. For all
evaluations, the CU needs to set up the network and prepare
the OvS switches with necessary configurations as well as
sFlow rules defined at the start-up phase. This start-up phase
consumes about 100% of a single CPU processing capacity
and installs about 7KB of flow-entries. The communication
and computation overhead of in-network scheme is lower than
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Fig. 9: Detection speed of both LightFD classification schemes, In-
network and Centralized, during various link loads.
that of the centralized scheme. However, the computation
of in-network scheme is at the servers, while the CU is
responsible for executing the centralized algorithm. We have
found that the network, as well as the computation overhead
of the in-network LightFD, are very small.
Since centralized LightFD configures sFlow in the virtual
interfaces with a fast sampling rate, we expect the communica-
tion and the processing overhead of LightFD to be worse than
the others. The OpenSample-TCP continues the collection of
samples for all of the flows regardless whether the flow has
been classified or not. Thereby, the communication overhead
and the processing capacity have not been improved after
the classification. Hence, the total communication overhead
has increased with the increase in the size of the transmitted
file. On the contrary, LightFD has the overhead minimiza-
tion techniques that capture only the ACK packets of the
unclassified flows. This is justified when we increase the
flow size. We found that the communication overhead of
the centralized LightFD is about 70KB while it is 63KB for
OpenSample-TCP. For larger flow sizes (e.g., 256MB), the
communication overhead of the centralized LightFD interest-
ingly remains close to 70KB while it increases dramatically
for OpenSample-TCP.
(a) Centralized vs. Open Sample
with 64MB on the OpenSample-TCP algorithm, we got a high
percentage of true-negative incidents; 40%, 35.3%, and 19%
respectively, which in turn is corresponding to 60%, 64.7%,
and 81% accuracy. On the same evaluation basis, the LightFD
solution achieved 0% of true-negative incidents.
C. Detection Speed
In order to investigate the detection speeds, we examine
LightFD with different scenarios of network loads; 10, 100,
200, or 600 flows. We should emphasize that these are not
the total number of flows in the evaluated DCN, they are
rather the number of flows that have been steered into a single
link where the collector is implemented, similar to previous
evaluation parts. The detection time is extracted from a timer
function on the classifier code. However, the results will be
faster if it is extracted from the network interface of the CU
either by using a software or hardware timestamp. The
average speeds of detection during the different traffic loads
and configurations are illustrated in Fig. 8. According to the
load on the path, which range from 2.2 to 580 milliseconds
for centralized LightFD. The LightFD centralized scheme is
223.67ˆ to 3ˆ faster than OpenSample-TCP. In OpenSample-
TCP [30] can measure the link utilization in 100 milliseconds.
However, in this evaluation it needs about 1 second to detect
an elephant flow.
This performance degradation is due to the detection of
elephant flows is slower than measuring the link utilization,
and this is because the elephant flow detection algorithm
does not need only any two packets from the same flow
to measure the link utilization. It needs two packets from
the same flow where the size difference between the first
and s cond captured packets is larger than the el phant flow
threshold value. When we use small file sizes, e.g., 12.8 MB
and 32 MB, that are common in real DCs [8], [47], the
OpenSample-TCP and sFlow show low accuracy about 0%
in 10 and 100 traffic flow scenarios. Thus, we compare the
tw LightFD methods together by using a file size of 12.8
MB and the speed of detection results during this file size are
shown in Fig. 9. The in-network scheme can detect EFs faster
tha the centralized scheme particularly during large number
of flows.
D. Detection Overhead
In this section, we measure the overhead of LightFD on the
centralized unit as well as on the network. Even though the
previous network setup and topologies are still valid, the CU is
installed in a virtual machine with four processors and 10GB
memory. To collect the statistics (e.g., CPU and memory
utilization) of the CU, we use a psutil python library [48],
configure top Linux tool to collect the device statistics for
every second, and store them on a particular file. For all
evaluations, the CU needs to set up the network and prepare
the OvS switches with necessary configurations as well as
sFlow rules defined at the start-up phase. This start-up phase
consumes about 100% of a single CPU processing capacity
and installs about 7KB of flow-entries. The communication
and computation overhead of in-network scheme is lower than
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Fig. 9: Detection speed of both LightFD classification schemes, In-
network and Centralized, during various link loads.
that of the centralized scheme. However, the computation
of in-network scheme is at the servers, while the CU is
responsible for executing the centralized algorithm. We have
found that the network, as well as the computation overhead
of the in-network LightFD, are very small.
Since centralized LightFD configures sFlow in the virtual
interfaces with a fast sampling rate, we expect the communica-
tion and the processing overhead of LightFD to be worse than
the others. The OpenSample-TCP continues the collection of
samples for all of the flows regardless whether the flow has
been classified or not. Thereby, the communication overhead
and the processing capacity have not been improved after
the classification. Hence, the total communication overhead
has increased with the increase in the size of the transmitted
file. On the contrary, LightFD has the overhead minimiza-
tion techniques that capture only the ACK packets of the
unclassified flows. This is justified when we increase the
flow size. We found that the communication overhead of
the centralized LightFD is about 70KB while it is 63KB for
OpenSample-TCP. For larger flow sizes (e.g., 256MB), the
communication overhead of the centralized LightFD interest-
ingly remains close to 70KB while it increases dramatically
for OpenSample-TCP.
(b) Centralized vs. i -network
Fig. 8: Detec i n speed comparisons under various link loads.
TABLE II:
The arrival-rate of LightFD ACK messages.
Dataset(ID) Dataset ACK/Sec LightFD ACK/Sec Ratio Dataset(ID) Dataset ACK/Sec LightFD ACK/Sec Ratio
Inter. 1 3854.2 62.6 61.6x Univ. 2.0 5.1 3.33 1.5x
Inter. 2 3615 62.5 57.84x Univ. 2.1 11.9 0.798 15.1x
Inter. 3 137.5 4.15 33.13x Univ. 2.3 6.892 0.19 36.3x
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On the other hand, due to its simplicity and faster detection,
the computational overhead of the entraliz d LightFD is 5ˆ
lower than the OpenSample-TCP, and close to sFlow (1-to-
10k). The results are illustrated in Fig. 10 where statistics are
collected during the transmission of 1k mix-fl ws nd 1.5k
mix-flows, respectively. When we run the proposed overhead
minimization algorithm on the enterprise and DCN datasets,
the overhead of ACK messages r duc d to minimal values
compared to the ACK arrival-rate of the datasets themselves.
The results are shown in T ble. II, ranging from 1.5ˆ up to
61.6ˆ. Moreover, the collected results from top show that the
centralized LightFD and other solutions have a small impact
on the memory (§ 1%).
E. Network Throughput Results
Throughout this subsection, the size of MFs and EFs are set
to 50KB and 128MB, respectively. Since the links in Mininet
are limited by the processing capacity of the host machine, we
configured the FSO-links with 10 Gbps and the cabled links
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Fig. 12: The speed of Centralized and OpenSample-TCP(1-to-500)
during random flow sizes.
with 1 Gbps which means FSO links are ten times faster than
wired DCN links. The WDM-FSO links can be thought as
parallel independent channels, however, they are coupled by
the total available lightpath power intensity. Accordingly, in
this evaluation part each FSO link consists of 4 wavelengths,
which are realized as virtual links in the simulation. Since the
emulator is li ited in DCN size, optical channel gains are not
distinguishably different due to similar link distances and thus
assumed to be identical without loss of generality.
We se MapReduce to mimic workloads of real DCNs
whose shuffle-phase communication pattern has k servers
from every rack communicate with another k servers in a
different rack. For nstance, the hosts in Ri have been divided
into two sets and every set has k servers, e.g., 4 MF and one
EF. Each of k server is communicating with k servers of rack
j, j ‰ i, different than other k servers of the same rack.
For accurate results, we evaluated the routing algorithms with
various percentage of EF: 10%, 15%, and 20%. We set k “ 20
in all evaluation scenarios, that is, the number of MFs in the
10% scenario is 20, and the number of EFs is one.
For the network throughput results, we consider the follow-
ing cases:
1) Equal-Cost-Multi-Path routing (ECMP) [49] is a widely
used DCN routing method which uses the packet header
information, such as the IP/MAC addresses and TCP
port numbers, as a key for a hash function. The outgoing
path is the output hash value modulo the number of
outgoing paths. This strategy splits the flows among
available paths. Since the header information for an
individual flow is the same during the session, the
packets of the same flow are always forwarded via the
same path.
2) ECMP-FSO is an ECMP routing algorithm supported
by the FSO technology. In this routing method, the link
(a) Accuracy
TABLE II:
The arrival-rate of LightFD ACK messages.
Dataset(ID) Dataset ACK/Sec LightFD ACK/Sec Ratio Dataset(ID) Dataset ACK/Sec LightFD ACK/Sec Ratio
Inter. 1 3854.2 62.6 61.6x Univ. 2.0 5.1 3.33 1.5x
Inter. 2 3615 62.5 57.84x Univ. 2.1 11.9 0.798 15.1x
Inter. 3 137.5 4.15 33.13x Univ. 2.3 6.892 0.19 36.3x
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On the other hand, due to its simplicity and faster detection,
the computational overhead of the cen ral zed LightFD is 5ˆ
lower than the OpenSample-TCP, and close to sFlow (1-to-
10k). The results are illustrated in Fig. 10 wher tatistics are
collected during the transmission of 1k mix-flows and 1.5k
mix-flows, respectively. When we run the proposed overhead
minimization algorithm on the enterprise and DCN datasets,
the overhead of ACK messages reduced to minimal values
compared to the ACK arrival-rate of the datasets themselves.
The results are shown in Table. II, ranging from 1.5ˆ up to
61.6ˆ. Moreover, the collected results from top show that the
centralized LightFD and other solutions have a small impact
on the memory (§ 1%).
E. Network Throughput Results
Throughout this subsection, the size of MFs and EFs are set
to 50KB and 128MB, respectively. Since the links in Mininet
are limited by the processing capacity of the host machine, we
configured the FSO-links with 10 Gbps and the cabled links
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during random flow sizes.
with 1 Gbps which means FSO links are ten times faster than
wir d DCN links. The WDM-FSO links can be thought as
parallel independent channels, however, they are coupled by
the total available lightpath power intensity. Accordingly, in
this evaluation part each FSO link consists of 4 wavelengths,
which are realized as virtual links in the simulation. Since the
emulator is limited in DCN size, optical channel gains are not
distinguishably different due to similar link distances and thus
assumed to be identical without loss of generality.
We use MapReduce to mimic workloads of real DCNs
whose shuffle-phase communication pattern has k servers
from every rack communicate with another k servers in a
different rack. For instance, the hosts in Ri have been divided
into two sets and every set has k servers, e.g., 4 MF and one
EF. Each of k server is communicating with k servers of rack
j, j ‰ i, different than other k servers of the same rack.
For accurate results, we evaluated the routing algorithms with
various percentage of EF: 10%, 15%, and 20%. We set k “ 20
in all evaluation scenarios, that is, the number of MFs in the
10% scenario is 20, and the number of EFs is one.
For the network throughput results, we consider the follow-
ing cases:
1) Equal-Cost-Multi-Path routing (ECMP) [49] is a widely
used DCN routing method which uses the packet header
information, such as the IP/MAC addresses and TCP
port numbers, as a key for a hash function. The outgoing
path is the output hash value modulo the number of
outgoing paths. This strategy splits the flows among
available paths. Since the header information for an
individual flow is the same during the session, the
packets of the same flow are always forwarded via the
same path.
2) ECMP-FSO is an ECMP routing algorithm supported
by the FSO technology. In this routing method, the link
(b) Speed
Fig. 9: Speed and accuracy comparisons under varying flow sizes.
asured link utilization. That is, OpenSample-TCP [29] can
measure the link utilization n 100 milliseconds while it
needs about 1 second to detect EFs in this evaluation. The
comparison between centralized and in-network scheme is
depicted in Fi . 8b here in-network scheme provides a faster
performance especially if link l ads increase. This is expected
since a ing large nu ber of flows cause more overhead in
the CU.
A varying flow size s tup is also investigated as follows:
Every MF (EF) randomly selects its size from a range of
10KB to 1MB (10MB to 128MB), where threshold is set to
1MB. Under 500 and 1K traffic loads, we consider 1-to-500
and 1-t -100 s mpling rate for OpenSample-TC and Flow.
Since the in-network scheme is already shown to perform
better, we narrow our focus on the comparison with the
centralized schem . For 1-to-500 sampling rate, Fig. 9a shows
that the centralized scheme still achieves 100% accuracy while
OpenSample-TCP at 500 load reaches about 95%, which
reduces slightly a 1K load. The Fig. 9b demonstra es t
superiority of the centralized scheme’s speed compared to
OpenSample-TCP at 500 load. On the other hand, setting
sampling rate to 1-to-100 results in a chain of CU failure
and 100% CPU utilization, hence, a comparison between
LightFDG and OpenSample schemes was not possible. Al-
though sFlow did not encounter such technical probl ms
since it uses a different collector, both 1-to-100 and 1-to-500
scenarios detected more than 50% of the flows as EF. That
is, more than 55% of the MFs are considered EF. Hence,
we omitted the sFlow results and content ourselves with the
comparison of the centralized and OpenSample-TCP schemes.
D. Detection Overhead
In this section, we measure the FD overhead on the CU
and the network. Even though the previous network setup
TABLE II:
The arrival-rate of LightFD ACK messages.
Dataset(ID) Dataset ACK/Sec LightFD ACK/Sec Ratio Dataset(ID) Dataset ACK/Sec LightFD ACK/Sec Ratio
Inter. 1 3854.2 62.6 61.6x Univ. 2.0 5.1 3.33 1.5x
Inter. 2 3615 62.5 57.84x Univ. 2.1 11.9 0.798 15.1x
Inter. 3 137.5 4.15 33.13x Univ. 2.3 6.892 0.19 36.3x
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python library [35], configure top Linux tool to collect
the device statistics for every second, and store them on a
particular file. For all evaluations, the CU needs to setup
the network and prepare the OvS switches with necessary
onfigurations a well as sFlow rules defined at start-up phase.
This start-up phase consumes about 100% of a single CPU
proc ssing cap city and installs about 7KB of flow-entries.
The communication and computation overhead of in-network
scheme is lower than that of the centralized scheme. However,
the computation of in-network scheme is at the servers, while
the CU is responsible for executing the centralized algorithm.
We have found that the network, as well as computation
overhead of in-network LightFD, are very small.
Since centralized LightFD configures sFlow in the vir-
tual interfaces with a fast sampling rate, we expect the
comm n cation and the processing overhead of LightFD to
be worse than the others. The OpenSample-TCP continues
the collection of samples for all of the flows regardless
whether the flow has been classified or not. Thereby, the
communication overhead and the processing capacity have
not been improved after the classification. Hence, the total
communication overhead has increased with the increase in
the size of the transmitted file. On the contrary, LightFD
has the overhead minimization techniques that capture only
the ACK packets of the unclassified flows. This is justified
when we increase the flow size. We found that the com-
munication overhead of the centralized LightFD is about
70KB while it is 63KB for OpenSample-TCP. For larger
flow sizes (e.g., 256MB), the communication overhead of
the centralized LightFD interestingly remains close to 70KB
while it increases dramatically for OpenSample-TCP On the
other hand, due to its simplicity and faster detection, the
computational overhead of the centralized LightFD is 5ˆ
lower than the OpenSample-TCP, and close to sFlow (1-to-
10k). The results are illustrated in Fig. 9 where statistics are
collected during the transmission of 1k mix-flows and 1.5k
mix-flows, respectively. When we run the proposed overhead
minimization algorithm on the enterprise and DCN datasets,
the overhead of ACK messages reduced to minimal values
compared to the ACK arrival-rate of the datasets themselves.
The results are shown in Table. II, ranging from 1.5ˆ up to
61.6ˆ. Moreover, the collected results from top show that the
centralized LightFD and other solutions have a small impact
on the memory (§ 1%).
E. Network Throughput Results
Throughout this subsection, the size of MFs and EFs are set
to 50KB and 128MB, respectively. Since the links in Mininet
are limited by the processing capacity of the host machine, we
configured the FSO-links with 10 Gbps and the cabled links
with 1 Gbps which means FSO links are 10 times faster than
wired DCN links. Each FSO link consists of 4 wavelengths,
which are realized as virtual links in Mininet. Since the
emulator is limited in DCN size, optical channel gains are
not distinguishably different due to similar link distances and
thus assumed to be identical without loss of generality. We
use MapReduce to mimic workloads of real DCNs whose
shuffle-phase communication pattern has k servers from every
rack communicate with another k servers in a different rack.
For instance, the hosts in Ri have been divided into two
sets and every set has k servers, e.g. , 4 MF and one EF.
Each of k server is communicating with k servers of rack
j, j ‰ i, different than other k servers of the same rack.
For accurate results, we evaluated the routing algorithms with
various percentage of EF: 5%, 10%, and 15%. We set k “ 20
in all evaluation scenarios, that is, the number of MFs in the
5% scenario is 19 and the number of EFs is one.
Fig. 10: The processing overhead during the first 120 sec.
and topologies are still valid, the CU is installed in a virtual
machine with four processors and 10GB memory. To collect
the statistics (e.g., CPU and memory utilization) of the CU, we
use a psutil python library [52], configure top Linux tool
to collect the device statistics for every second, and store them
on a particular file. For all evaluations, the CU needs to set
up the network and prepare the OvS switches with necessary
configurations as well as the sFlow rules. This start-up phase
cons mes about 100% of a single CPU processing capacity
and installs about 7KB of flow-entries. The communication
and computation overhead of the in-network scheme is lower
than that of t centralized scheme. However, the computation
of in-network scheme is at the servers, while the CU is
responsible for executing the centralized algorithm. It is also
observe that the computation overhead of the in-network FD
scheme is very small.
Since the centralized FD configures sFlow in the virtual
interfaces with a fast sampling rate, the communication and
the processing overhead of the centralized FD is expected to
be worse than the others. The OpenSample-TCP continues
the collection of samples for all of the flows regardless
whether the flow has been classified or not. Thereby, the
communication overhead and the processing capacity have
not been improved after the classification. Hence, the total
communication overhead has increased with the increase in
the size of the transmitted file. On the contrary, centralized
FD has the overhead minimization techniques that capture
only the ACK packets of the unclassified flows. This is
justified when the flow size is increased. We found that the
communication overhead of the centralized FD is about 70KB
while it is 63KB for OpenSample-TCP. For larger flow sizes
(e.g., 256MB), the communication overhead of the centralized
FD interestingly remains close to 70KB while it increases
dramatically for OpenSample-TCP.
Thanks to its simplicity and faster detection, the computa-
tional overhead of the centralized FD is 5ˆ lower than that
of the OpenSample-TCP, and close to that of sFlow (1-to-
10k). The results are illustrated in Fig. 10 where statistics
are collected during the transmission of 1k mix-flows. When
we run the proposed overhead minimization algorithm on the
enterprise and DCN datasets, the overhead of ACK messages
reduced to minimal values compared to the ACK arrival-rate
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TABLE II:
The arrival-rate of LightFDG ACK messages.
Dataset(ID) Dataset ACK/Sec LightFDG ACK/Sec Ratio Dataset(ID) Dataset ACK/Sec LightFDG ACK/Sec Ratio
Inter. 1 3854.2 62.6 61.6x Univ. 2.0 5.1 3.33 1.5x
Inter. 2 3615 62.5 57.84x Univ. 2.1 11.9 0.798 15.1x
Inter. 3 137.5 4.15 33.13x Univ. 2.3 6.892 0.19 36.3x
Fig. 11: Throughput and FCT performance comparisons during different traffic scenarios.
of the datasets themselves. The results are shown in Table. II,
ranging from 1.5ˆ up to 61.6ˆ. Moreover, the collected
results from top show that the centralized LightFDG and
other solutions have a small impact on the memory (ď 1%).
E. Network Throughput Results
Throughout this subsection, the size of MFs and EFs are set
to 50KB and 128MB, respectively. Since the links in Mininet
are limited by the processing capacity of the host machine, we
configured the FSO-links with 10 Gbps and the cabled links
with 1 Gbps which means FSO links are ten times faster than
wired DCN links. The WDM-FSO links can be thought as
parallel independent channels, however, they are coupled by
the total available lightpath power intensity. Accordingly, in
this evaluation part each FSO link consists of 4 wavelengths,
which are realized as virtual links in the simulation. Since the
emulator is limited in DCN size, optical channel gains are not
distinguishably different due to similar link distances and thus
assumed to be identical without loss of generality.
We use MapReduce to mimic workloads of real DCNs
whose shuffle-phase communication pattern has k servers
from every rack communicate with another k servers in a
different rack. For instance, the hosts in Ri have been divided
into two sets and every set has k servers, e.g., 4 MF and one
EF. Each of k server is communicating with k servers of rack
j, j ‰ i, different than other k servers of the same rack.
For accurate results, we evaluated the routing algorithms with
various percentage of EF: 10%, 15%, and 20%. We set k “ 20
in all evaluation scenarios, that is, the number of MFs in the
10% scenario is 20, and the number of EFs is one.
For the network throughput results, we consider the follow-
ing cases:
1) Equal-Cost-Multi-Path routing (ECMP) [53] is a widely
used DCN routing method which uses the packet header
information, such as the IP/MAC addresses and TCP
port numbers, as a key for a hash function. The outgoing
path is the output hash value modulo the number of
outgoing paths. This strategy splits the flows among
available paths. Since the header information for an
individual flow is the same during the session, the
packets of the same flow are always forwarded via the
same path.
2) ECMP-FSO is an ECMP routing algorithm supported
by the FSO technology. In this routing method, the link
capacity is equally divided between the wavelengths,
that is, the capacity of every wavelength is fixed to 2.5
Gbps. Each flow was assigned to a single wavelength.
However, when flows are more than the available num-
ber of lightpaths, the packets of the waiting flows are
enqueued until a lightpath is available for transmission.
Since wavelengths capacities are fixed and uniform, this
case can be regarded as a DCN with fiber connections.
3) FG-FSO refers to the proposed FGF with a priori
knowledge of flow classifications as in [17], [18].
4) LightFDG is the proposed 3-step optical FG algorithm
employing the distributed FD mechanism.
Notice that the first three cases have the perfect and a priori
knowledge of flow classifications. By considering the first
three cases, we compare the virtues of re-configurable flexi-
bility of WDM-FSO based DCNs and bandwidth utilization
performance of FG with wired DCNs, i.e., first two cases. On
the other hand, the last case shows the impact of in-network
LightFDG scheme on the proposed FG policy
Fig. 11 compares the throughput and FCT performance of
above cases under various work load. Apparently, LightFDG
provides much superior performance than the ECMP-FSO by
grooming and forwarding each class separately over lightpaths
provisioned based on the traffic conditions and QoS demands.
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Notice that ECMP does not groom traffic and distinguish
packets of different flow types while forwarding them over
multiple paths for the sake of load balancing. Nonetheless,
both MFs and EFs experience performance degradation. In
particular, routing MFs along with EFs has a more significant
impact on MF throughput (Fig. 11.a) and FCT (Fig. 11.c).
Since the time constraint is 1ms, the bandwidth demand
for 5%, 10%, and 15% scenarios are 7.6Gbps, 7.2Gbps, and
6.8Gbps, respectively. As we initially treat all flows as MFs,
EF detection delay has no impact on MF performance as
shown in Fig. 11.a. That is why LightFDG achieves the same
throughput of FG-FSO for MFs. On the other hand, Fig.
11.b shows that the impact of time elapsed for detecting
EFs has a distinguishable impact on throughput albeit the
fast and accurate FD performance of the in-network scheme.
Referring to the detection speed comparisons in previous
subsections, detection delays caused by the CU overhead
would further deteriorate the system performance. In this
regard, OpenSample TCP is expected to severely deteriorate
the overall network throughput because of the poor detection
speed and accuracy. Finally, Fig. 11.c demonstrates how the
LightFDG and FG-FSO achieved about 98% of the flow
completion demand of MFs, while about 70% of the MFs
in ECMP-FSO and exceeded the time constraint and about
88% of the MFs in ECMP exceeded the time constraint (i.e.,
complete after the 1 ms time constraint).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
LightFDG is an integrated approach to flow detection and
grooming in optical wireless data center networks (DCNs).
The LightFDG optically grooms flows of each class into R2R
flows, which are separately forwarded over lightpaths of sepa-
rate virtual topologies dedicated to each flow class. Since high
speed and accurate flow-detection mechanisms are necessary
to prevent EFs from congesting the MF lightpaths, LightFDG
leverage TCP behaviors to develop a generic FD scheme
that is suitable for in-network and centralized implementation.
Numerical results show that classification accuracy and speed
have a significant impact on the FGF performance. Perfor-
mance evaluations also exhibits that proposed FD mechanisms
outperforms sampling based methods in speed, accuracy, and
overhead.
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